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Abstract

Machine Translation has made big advancements in recent years with inno-
vations such as the introduction of the Transformer architecture proposed by
the paper ’Attention is all You Need’. Modern state-of-the-art architectures still
exhibit weaknesses however. One such weakness is the translation of rare or do-
main specific words as neural models prioritize output fluency over translation
adequacy. The approach discussed in this thesis aims to solve this weakness
with the introduction of an Expert Dictionary. The aim is to allow continuous
One-Shot learning of rare words and Word Sense Disambiguation of ambiguous
words by injecting external expert knowledge into the translation process.

The system discussed in this thesis is constructed using Wiktionary and the
European Parliament Proceedings Parallel corpus with German as a source- and
English as a target language.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine Translation is a field of Natural Language Processing concerned with
the translation of text from one natural language into another. In principle
this means the substitution and rearrangement of words between languages.
In practice translation is a more complex task as it necessitates some level of
comprehension of a sentence in one language and an ability to produce a close
estimation in another.

Neural Network models have proven themselves capable of tackling this task.
Older architectures are utilizing Recurrent Neural Networks, which work on a
word-by-word basis and have issues with longer sentences. The current state-of-
the-art used in this thesis is the Transformer architecture which has the ability
of dealing with a sentence in a parallelized fashion.

Though the current architectures show great improvements over the past
they are not perfect. There is a tendency for low frequency words or words
with domain specific ambiguities to be translated with low accuracy. This issue
may manifest itself especially with unique names or domain specific terminol-
ogy (such as in Information Technology or Biology). Mistranslation of domain
specific terminology tends to be an especially unwelcome phenomenon as slight
changes in vocabulary may drastically change the meaning of what is being
expressed.

The Expert System approach proposed in this thesis attempts to solve these
problems by using an external dictionary to incorporate external knowledge
into the translation. This external dictionary approach makes it possible to
use One-Shot Learning in the process, so that words (and translations thereof)
added after past training can still be translated correctly. Using this method
we hope to improve the performance of correctly translating domain specific
words. With the use of examples provided in the dictionary it also allows for
Word Sense Disambiguation to take place, improving the rate in which the most
appropriate translation is used for ambiguous words.

In particular there are two parts we are trying to solve. First is One Shot
Learning for the prediction of low frequency translations (or domain specific
translations not part of the training data) in the target language based on
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Knowledge Injection. Second is Word Sense Disambiguation to predict the cor-
rect target language translation for a source language word with an ambiguous
meaning.

The Problem Statement we are trying to answer is ”How can Machine Trans-
lation of ambiguous words be improved by providing only a few specific exam-
ples?”. To guide our research in this thesis we are asking ourselves the following
Research Questions:

1. How common is mistranslation in more specialized texts?

2. What are the most effective methods of incorporating dictionary knowl-
edge?

This thesis is focused on the translation of German into English text, the pre-
diction of low frequency words in English as well as Word Sense Disambiguation
of German words corresponding to multiple English words.
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Chapter 2

Basics & Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss some of the basic concepts that are relevant to this
thesis. We start by discussing concepts that concern text processing in Sections
2.1 and 2.2. These concepts allow us to handle individual words more reliably
and allow us to more efficiently create a system able to construct words that
are not part of training data. In Section 2.3 we explain concepts of important
Evaluation Metrics used in this thesis to evaluate the general translation quality
of the systems we construct.

Then we introduce the concept of Machine Translation architecture in Sec-
tion 2.4, with Recurrent Neural Networks and Long Short-Term Memory ar-
chitectures and the shortcomings thereof in Section 2.4.1. The state-of-the-art
Machine Translation architecture we are using for this thesis is discussed in the
following Section 2.4.2.

In Section 2.5 we explain the concept of External Experts which are a core
idea we utilize to guide us to incorporate dictionary knowledge into the system.
Finally, in Section 2.6, we introduce the concept of Word Sense Disambiguation,
which is one of the major goals we hope to achieve. Followed by Sentence-BERT
in Section 2.7, which we use in hopes to achieve this goal.

2.1 Stemming

There are different morphological forms of the same root word such as ’swimmer’
or ’swimming’ that are variations on the word ’swim’. Morphology is what the
analysis of these words, their inner structures and their relationships to other
words in the same language is referred to.

Stemming is a technique that aims to reduce different forms of the same
core word into the same form. There are several commonly used stemming
algorithms such as Porter’s algorithm for English text.

Stemmers work by identifying and reducing suffixes of words based on factors
such as word length and suffix patterns (a word with the suffix of ’ies’ may be
stemmed into a word with the suffix ’i’).
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As an example the words ’swimming’, ’thorns’ and ’delicacies’ would become
’swim’, ’thorn’ and ’delicaci’ (when using Porter Stemming) [19].

In the context of this thesis we make use of stemming so we are able to
identify two different morphological versions of the same word as belonging to
the same word. This is especially relevant for evaluation purposes.

2.2 Byte Pair Encoding

Preprocessing text is an important part of Machine Translation. There are
several ways that text can be represented for use by Machine Translation Models.

Word embeddings such as Word2Vec create a direct mapping from word to
token so that every word gets a unique vector representation [8].

Using such a technique has several drawbacks, most pressingly for the pur-
poses of this thesis a model that uses such a representation is unable to deal
with new/unknown words. Note also that with this representation the number
of tokens is equal to the number of words, which can grow extensive with any
non-trivial vocabulary.

Not all tokenization has to be done on the word level, instead techniques can
be applied to create tokens on the subword level. The most obvious way to do
this is to create one token for each character, which leads to unnecessarily high
numbers of tokens for the average sequence of words. A token here refers to
a processing unit for the NLP algorithm, which could in principle be anything
from a single character to a multiple word term.

Byte Pair Encoding is a middle ground between character and word tok-
enization. Besides using character tokens, it creates tokens representing fre-
quent pairs of characters (and/or tokens). These can be thought of as subwords
that can be used to create more complex words. This means the model has
some grasp on the morphology of the words in the language.

To create Byte Pair Encodings there needs to be some prepared Corpus and
a definition for the hyperparameter of the maximum number of tokens, so that
the following steps can be performed:

1. Create a new token for every character in the corpus (literal tokens).

2. Reconstruct corpus using tokens. If a pair of tokens can be represented
by another token, replace them with it (repeatedly if applicable).

3. Count the frequency of all pairs of tokens created this way. Add a new
token representing the most frequent pair.

4. Go back to step 2 if the number of tokens is less than the defined maximum
number of tokens (or if the highest frequency pair is 1 which implies that
no more meaningful tokens can be created).

See Figure 2.1 for an example of the algorithm.
The algorithm to create Byte Pair Encodings makes it possible to specify

the number of tokens that are to be generated from the outset. A bigger size
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1. aaabdaaabac

2. [aa]abd[aa]abac Z = aa

3. ZabdZabac

4. Z[ab]dZ[ab]ac Y = ab

5. ZYdZYac

6. [ZY]d[ZY]ac X = ZY

7. XdXac

Figure 2.1: A visualization of Byte Pair Encoding process in action. Here the
entire corpus consists of only one word which can be seen in line 1. The most
frequent pair of tokens is aa with a frequency of 4. In line 2 a new token Z is
created that represents the pair aa which is then used to reconstruct the word

in line 3. The most frequent pairs of tokens in line 3 are aa and Za with a
frequency of 2. Therefore in line 4 a new token Y is created to represent one of

those pairs (ab) arbitrarily. In line 5 the corpus is then reconstructed using
this token, with the most frequent token pair ZY given its own token in line 6

which is then used to reconstruct the corpus in line 7. In line 7 the highest
frequency for a pair of tokens is 1, so the algorithm terminates with a total set

of tokens: a, b, d, c, Z(=aa), Y(=ab), X(=ZY=aaab)

implies a higher possible complexity possible for a given token. Because of the
way that these encodings are created, the corpus has a lot of influence over their
properties but they are independent of language. This algorithm is also a form
of compression, minimizing the number of unique tokens while maximizing the
utility per token [5].

One of the main purposes of our system is On-Shot-Learning of words that
are not part of the training set. The system needs to represent those in some
form. Using building blocks of subword tokens optimized to represent words of
the given language is one of the most efficient ways of providing the system with
the flexibility to construct those words without overwhelming it.

2.3 Evaluation Metric

We need some measure to evaluate the general quality of translation for the
systems created for this thesis to know how good they are at translating text
outside of the goal of One-Shot Learning or disambiguation. For this we make
use of BLEU score as a measure.

BLEU stands for Bilingual Evaluation Understudy. While evaluating the
quality of NLP algorithms that produce a class as output might be straight
forward, evaluation for algorithms such as Machine Translation (which creates
sentences) is not. The main problem here is that there are many different ways
to translate any given source sentence correctly. Evaluating the quality of a
translation is therefore an ambiguous task.

The most obvious evaluation of the quality of machine translations would
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Figure 2.2: A figure used in the Paper “Bleu: a Method for Automatic
Evaluation of Machine Translation”[10] to show the correlation of BLEU

evaluating translated texts compared to humans. In this experiment setup two
groups of non-translators (10 monolingual English- and 10 bilingual Chinese

and English speakers) evaluate the quality of 5 English translations for several
Chinese source sentences.

require people to do so manually. This is a costly and time consuming process
that makes it hard to compare the quality of different translation techniques
since it is also subjective. Furthermore good translations of the same source
sentence can vary by a lot.

The score of a given candidate translation is based on the precision (positive
predictive value) of N-grams of words in the candidate translation compared to
the reference translations.

For normal unigram precision all one would have to do is count up the num-
ber of words in the candidate translation that occur in any reference translation
and divide by the total number of words in the candidate translation. The issue
with this approach alone is that overgeneration of reasonable words is not a
rarity for Machine Translation problems and can lead to situations such as in
Figure 2.3.

To avoid this situation the count of any N-gram is capped at the maximum
number of appearance in any reference translation. Then the clipped counts of
all unique N-grams in the candidate translation are summed and divided by the
unclipped number of N-grams in the candidate translation.

The calculated unigram score for Figure 2.3 works out to be 2/7=0.2857.
The candidate sentence contains 7 unigrams (or single words), where the only
unique word ’the’ has a capped count of 2 as it appears 7 times in the candidate
translation but only a maximum of 2 times in any of the reference translations.
Meanwhile any other N-gram score for the candidate translation in Figure 2.3
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Candidate: the the the the the the the

Reference 1: the cat is on the mat

Reference 2: there is a cat on the mat

Figure 2.3: An example of a possible low-quality candidate translation
compared to the corresponding reference translations. The example is taken

directly from the Paper “Bleu: a Method for Automatic Evaluation of
Machine Translation”[10].

works out to be 0. Starting at 2-grams, the candidate translation contains
nothing but repetitions of ’the the’, which is a 2-gram that does not appear in
any reference translation, 0/6=0.

While it can calculate a score for the translation of a single sentence, BLEU
is usually used to generate a score describing the quality for an entire corpus of
translations.

A problem with the precision based scoring is that short translations have the
ability to score a lot better than they should. Imagine a candidate translation
that consists only of the two words ’a cat’, using the reference translations in
Figure 2.3, this incomplete sentence would yield a maximum score (1/1=1.0).
To solve this issue a multiplicative brevity factor is used to penalize translations
that are too short. This factor is based on the length of the candidate translation
compared to the reference translation closest in length.

For the purposes of calculating Corpus BLEU the brevity penalty is calcu-
lated by first summing the lengths of each best matching reference translation
and comparing it to the summed lengths of each candidate translation. This
way length deviations on short translations are not punished overly harshly.

BLEU is an algorithm originally designed to be an automated way to eval-
uate the quality of generated sequences in the domain of Machine Translation.
Given at least one reference translation it can generate a score for any candidate
translation that corresponds to the same source sentence.

The BLEU algorithm has several advantages:

• It can be calculated quickly and cheaply.

• It is language independent.

• It is widely adopted, which is useful for the purposes of comparing ap-
proaches of different teams.

• According to the experiments presented in the Paper “Bleu: a Method for
Automatic Evaluation of Machine Translation”[10], BLEU score correlates
well with human evaluation (see Figure 2.2). Though BLEU might not
be a good metric to evaluate individual texts (as opposed to systems) or
NLP systems that aren’t in the domain of Machine Translation [16].
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Figure 2.4: A visualization used by the Article ”Understanding RNN and
LSTM”[9] showing the Recurrent Neural Network architecture in action: At
any given time step i the RNN utilizes the i-th word in the sequence X[i] as

well as the previous computation of itself A[i-1] as input to produce the
sequential output h[i].

2.4 Machine Translation

Machine Translation is a form of Sequence to Sequence learning. Given a se-
quence of words of language A a properly trained Machine Translation system
should return a corresponding sequence of words in language B.

2.4.1 Recurrent Neural Network

The first approach using neural models for Machine Translation is the Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) architecture. RNNs are neural networks designed to be
able to utilize sequential data. They do this by using the computation result
of the last step as input for the calculation of the next. By doing so RNNs
implicitly enforce a sequential dependency between the words in a sequence,
one can think of this process as a limited form of memory. This gives them an
edge over typical Neural Networks as those see all inputs as independent and
have no concept of sequence positioning.

However the ability to look back into words of the sequence (or ’remember’
previous words) is very limited because of the vanishing gradient. RNNs typ-
ically do not perform very well with longer sentences as they lack the ability
to ’remember’ relevant words that occur earlier in the sequence later on. They
have no way to keep the entire sequence of words in mind [17].

There is a variation of the RNN architecture that aims to fix this issue,
Long short-Term Memory (LSTM) models. This architecture uses a memory
unit which gives the network the ability to explicitly remember information over
several steps. While this drastically mitigates the problem, these architectures
still struggle with longer sequences of words as the probability of ’remember-
ing’ any given word relevant to the current word decreases exponentially with
distance between them [6].

Because of these issues we are not making use of this type of architecture in
this thesis, instead we are using a Transformer architecture as discussed in the
next section.
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Figure 2.5: A visualization of the Multi-Head Attention block as presented in
the Paper ”Attention Is All You Need”[18].

2.4.2 Transformer Attention

Recurrent Neural Networks used to be the state of the art Sequence-to-Sequence
architecture but since the introduction of the architecture introduced in the Pa-
per ”Attention Is All You Need”[18], the Attention based Transformer architec-
ture currently holds this claim.

Typically there are two systems involved in Sequence-to-Sequence transla-
tion, an encoder and a decoder. Using Attention the Transformer architecture
allows the decoder to ’look back’ through the entire sentence to extract infor-
mation needed for any given step.

This Transformer architecture makes it possible to have a Machine Transla-
tion system that does not utilize recurrence, which makes it possible to process
longer sentences accurately while also allowing for parallelization to speed up
the system.

The key component for this architecture is the Multi-Head Attention block
(see figure 2.5).

In essence Multi-Head Attention computes the relevance of a set of Values
based on some Keys and Queries. This is what gives it the ability to ’focus’ on
relevant information relative to what it is currently processing.

The encoder uses source sentence embeddings for the Keys, Values and
Queries while the decoder uses encoder output for Keys and Values while using
the target sentence’s embedding for Queries.

If there was only one attention weighted sum of values, capturing all neces-
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Figure 2.6: A visualization of the Scaled Dot-Product Attention as presented
in the Paper ”Attention Is All You Need”[18].

sary aspects of the input may not be possible. A sentence such as ”I like cats
more than dogs” for instance may necessitate that the system captures both en-
tities that are being compared as well as the fact that they are being compared.
To solve this problem there are multiple attention weighted sums that are sep-
arately computed instead of just a single one. Using the Multi-Head Attention
block applies several blocks in parallel, concatenates them and applies a single
linear transformation at the end.

For every single head in the attention block, Values, Keys and Queries have
different linear transformations applied to them. This is to ensure that a diverse
representation is learned.

The actual attention mechanism which is used in the Multi-Head Attention
block is a particular form of attention, which is called the ”Scaled Dot-Product
Attention” (see figure 2.6). It uses the following equation for calculation:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V

Where Q, K and V are matrices of Queries, Keys and Values packed together
and dk represents the dimensionality of those queries and keys.

The Transformer rescales the dot product between the Query and the Key
as the size of the dot product has a tendency to grow with the dimensionality
of the vectors.

Unlike Recurrent Neural Networks, this architecture has no implicit concept
of word position.

The order of words in a given sentence serves an important part in deter-
mining its meaning. ”The hare is faster than the tortoise” and ”The tortoise
is faster than the hare” are two sentences with opposite meanings which are
completely encoded in word order.
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Figure 2.7: The overall Transformer architecture as presented in the Paper
”Attention Is All You Need”[18]. It can be thought of to consist of two parts
with a decoder part which can be seen on the left hand- and a decoder part
which can be seen on the right hand side, both of which consist of N blocks.

This architecture encodes relative and absolute positions explicitly in the
form of vectors added to the input embeddings. Using this encoding each posi-
tional dimension represents a wave of different frequency, which makes it easy
for the model to infer the relative position between words.

The general transformer architecture can be seen in figure 2.7. As shown in
this figure it is making use of an encoder decoder architecture, where the left
hand side is serving as the encoder and the right hand side is serving as the
decoder.

The Encoder is made up of two distinct parts, the Multi-Head Attention
block and a Feed Forward network, with a residual connection and layer nor-
malization in between.

The Decoder has a similar architecture as the Encoder, but uses an extra
Multi-Head Attention block (labelled ’Masked Multi-Head Attention’ in figure
2.7).

This block takes on a similar function as the decoder hidden state in tra-
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ditional machine translation architectures, giving insight over decoder states of
previous time steps.

It is specifically the ’masked’ Multi-Head Attention block, because inputs
of future time steps need to be ’masked’. Decoders generally predict sentences
based on the input sequence and the words that have occurred before the cur-
rent. If the decoder would be provided the full unmasked target sequence, it
could just copy it without having to do any prediction instead of needing to pre-
dict based on the preceding words. This would undermine the entire learning
process.

2.5 External Experts

External Experts are a concept used in the Paper “Towards one-shot learning
for rare-word translation with external experts”[11].

One of the main challenges in Neural Machine Translation is handling low
frequency events such as rare words. Neural models tend to prioritize fluency
and adequacy of translation which can lead to rare words being silently ignored
or over/under translated. This is especially the case for named entities or trans-
lations of terms in specific domains such as IT or Biology where a slight change
in vocabulary can drastically change meaning.

This issue could be fixed with the use of domain specific corpora, though this
comes with additional problems such as the need of a domain specific corpus to
be available and the need for continued training.

The concept proposed in the Paper “Towards one-shot learning for rare-word
translation with external experts”[11] is the incorporation of external knowledge
into Machine Translation models through ’Expert Annotation’. For this lexical
translation information is directly annotated into the source of parallel data and
exposed during training and inference.

This is motivated to achieve One-Shot learning, helping to accurately trans-
late events that are annotated during inference. The annotation being one or a
small number of examples that could be derived from sources such as dictionar-
ies, phrase books, manual human annotation, etc.

The concept is similar to that of human translators, that can benefit from
external knowledge such as dictionaries, especially in specific domains. Like-
wise the described approach is not necessarily to outperform Neural Machine
Translation but rather to complement it.

There are four distinct steps involved in creating and using such a system:

1. Words are identified as candidates for annotation (using frequency thresh-
old).

2. Possible translations are looked up from experts and annotated directly
(using special bounding symbols).

3. The Neural Machine Translation model is trained with the added annota-
tion.
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Figure 2.8: Figure used in the Paper “Towards one-shot learning for rare-word
translation with external experts”[11], to illustrate the framework in a generic

way.

4. During inference source text is annotated in the same manner.

The external models input information into the source side of training- and
inference data. The experts in question could be anything with additional
data perspectives such as terminology lists, statistical phrase based systems,
a method for metric conversion or handling hyperlinks, etc.

2.6 Word Sense Disambiguation

Words can have different meanings depending on context. For natural languages
the meaning of words can be ambiguous with the meaning being dependant on
the rest of the sentence and the surrounding words.

This principle is referred to as lexical ambiguity. There are 2 categories,
semantic and syntactic. Syntactic ambiguity refers to the ambiguous meaning
of a sentence based on grammatical structure. For instance the sentence ”The
police can’t stop gambling.” could refer to an inability of law enforcement to stop
itself from participating in the act of gambling or to stop others from engaging
in illegal gambling activities.

Semantic disambiguation refers to the ambiguous meaning of a word de-
pending on context. Take the two sentences ”His favourite music was rock.”
and ”There was a rock under his seat.”. The word ’rock’ in these sentences is
referring to the music genre and the physical object respectively. The actual
meaning can only be discerned through the context provided by the surrounding
words. The ability to determine which meaning of the word is applicable in this
context is called Word Sense Disambiguation.

Word Sense Disambiguation can be used in different areas such as Informa-
tion Retrieval, Text Mining or Machine Translation as is the domain of this
thesis. Achieving good Word Sense Disambiguation is one of the core goals of
this thesis.
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To evaluate the ability of a system to predict the correct meaning of a word
in a sentence a dictionary is usually necessary, which provides word senses and
disambiguation. We investigate the ability for our system to learn Word Sense
Disambiguation using example translations in Section 4.3, where we are also
utilizing Sentence-BERT (see Section 2.7) as a means of accomplishing this
task.

2.7 Sentence Embeddings & Sentence-BERT

For this thesis it is necessary for us to have a way to compare the similarity
between several different sentences to one another as one way to facilitate Word
Sense Disambiguation (see Section 4.3.3). To achieve this goal we make use of
sentence embeddings.

A sentence embedding is a similar concept to that of word embeddings, where
the syntax and semantics of a word are encoded in a vector representation. The
difference is that full sentences can be used to create a vector. This vector
represents semantic properties which can be used to determine the similarity
between two sentences. The idea is that sentences pertaining to a similar topic
will be closer together than sentences which are more disparate.

For the purposes of this thesis we make use of Sentence-BERT for creating
sentence embeddings [15]. This system is based on the BERT (Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers) model. BERT is based on the
Transformer architecture, pretrained on a large corpus of unlabeled text and
’deeply bidirectional’. This means, that the model trains representations using
the left and right context of every word. Because of these factors BERT has
a deeper understanding of how language works. This makes it possible to use
BERT for a variety of different NLP tasks. [4].

One such example being Sentence-BERT, which creates embeddings using
BERT and a pooling layer. These embeddings can then reveal their semantic
similarity through their cosine similarity [14].
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Chapter 3

Datasets

For training and evaluating a Machine Translation model it is necessary to have
some kind of dataset or corpus containing thousands of sentences aligned over
at least two languages.

In this thesis the Europarl corpus of Section 3.1 is the main corpus used,
it is utilized for training, evaluating and partially for constructing the Expert
Dictionary (see Section 4.2). The main advantage this corpus provides is its size.
The Wiktionary dataset of section 3.2 is not a corpus but the datadump of an
online dictionary. Together with the Europarl corpus it is utilized to construct
the Expert Dictionary.

Another dataset we utilize is the NAACL 2006 Workshop test set of sec-
tion 3.3. This corpus is utilized for evaluation purposes to gain an insight in
the general translation quality (as measured in BLEU score) of the methods
investigated for this thesis.

3.1 European Parliament Proceedings Parallel
Corpus

As statet in the Paper “EuroParl: A parallel corpus for statistical machine trans-
lation”[7] the European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus or Europarl is
”[...] a collection of the proceedings of the European Parliament, dating back
to 1996. Altogether, the corpus comprises of about 30 million words for each of
the 11 official languages of the European Union.”

Europarl is a text corpus consisting of parallel text in the 11 official languages
of the EU back in 1996. It is based on the transcripts of proceedings of the
European Parliament dating back to this date, which have been published on
the web. The corpus has been created to aid research in statistical machine
translation but has been used for a wide array of other tasks since its initial
release in 2001 [7].

For the purposes of this thesis we use the German-English version of the
Europarl corpus. This version of the dataset contains close to 2 million aligned
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sentences with an average of about 45 million words per language.

3.2 Wiktionary

According to the main page of ”Wiktionary, the free Dictionary”[3] Wiktionary
is ”[...] a collaborative project to produce a free-content multilingual dictionary.
It aims to describe all words of all languages using definitions and descriptions
in English.”

Wiktionary is an online dictionary and a wiki where, similar to Wikipedia,
entries can be created and edited by the general population. There are different
versions of Wiktionary for different languages, as of the time of this writing the
English version of Wiktionary has about 6.5 million entries [3] while the German
version of Wiktionary has about 1 million entries [2].

Together with the Europarl dataset, we make use of this dataset to find
pairs of source language words and target language translations to generate the
dictionary used by the Expert System (see Section 3.1).

3.3 NAACL 2006 Workshop Test Data Set

The focus of this thesis lies in the integration of Expert Knowledge into the
Machine Translation process for which general performance comparisons are
difficult to come by. However the general performance of the quality of our
system can still be evaluated. For this we use BLEU score as a measure and
the openly available NAACL 2006 Workshop’s German to English test data as
a test set.

The NAACL 2006 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation is a work-
shop which was held by the North American Chapter of the Association for
Computational Linguistics in June of 2006 in New York. The workshop was
pursuing several goals such as to create publicly available data which could be
used for machine translation and the evaluation thereof and to get reference
performance numbers in a translation task for European languages on a large
scale [12].

The dataset which we use is part of the provided test data, specifically the
set that is meant to evaluate the ability to translate German into English. This
data set was meant for participating researchers to evaluate their systems using
BLEU as a measure. This test set is derived from the Europarl corpus.
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Chapter 4

The Expert System

In this chapter we discuss the Expert System, its purpose and its constituent
parts. In Section 4.1 we give an overview over what it does and how it functions.

we discuss the purpose and construction of the Expert Dictionary, which
serves as our system’s repository of external Expert Knowledge in Section 4.2.
Then in Section 4.3 we talk about the Expert model, which is the key compo-
nent for making Expert Knowledge usable for Machine Translation and as such
facilitates Word Sense Disambiguation and One Shot Learning.

4.1 Overview

The goal of this thesis is the construction of a system which is capable of inte-
grating Expert Knowledge into Machine Translation to improve the quality of
translation. We refer to this system as the Expert System.

Current Neural Machine Translation methods are not good at handling low
frequency events, as they tend to prioritize the fluency of translation. This
means they tend to silently ignore rare words, such as named entities, rare
word forms or the proper translation of domain specific terms. Being unable
to accurately translate domain specific terms may be especially bad, as a slight
change in vocabulary can drastically change the meaning of a sentence in those
fields.

These problems could be solved by training the Machine Translation model
with a bigger corpus which incorporates sufficiently large numbers of examples
for the missing terms and translations. This would come with two big draw-
backs, as the ability to procure such a corpus is generally limited while also
necessitating the continued training of the Machine Translation model.

The Expert System aims to solve these issues by allowing the Machine Trans-
lation model to incorporate external knowledge from a custom dictionary (which
we refer to as the ’Expert Dictionary’). With this the Expert System is able to
perform One Shot Learning. The addition of one (or few) entries into the Expert
Dictionary for any given (unknown) term provides the system with the ability
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to perform correct translation thereof. This approach is inspired by the Paper
“Towards one-shot learning for rare-word translation with external experts”[11].

In addition to this approach, the Expert System aims to solve the issue of
Word Sense Disambiguation and therefore the disambiguation between different
target language translations that stem from the same source language word. It
aims to do so by utilizing example sentences provided by the Expert Dictionary.
These examples are sentences containing the given source language word yielding
the specific target language translation. The purpose being to decrease the rate
of mistranslation for the specific word.

Our Expert System is designed with the issues of low frequency word trans-
lation and ambiguous word disambiguation in mind. As such we distinguish two
types of target language translations, Rare Type (translations that are rarely
used for a given word or are not part of the system’s training data) and Common
Type (translations most frequently used for a given word). It is designed to be
able to correctly use Rare Type translations for given words and to correctly
predict when to use Rare Type translations versus Common Type translations.

The Expert System is made up of three parts, the Expert Model, the Ma-
chine Translation model and an Expert Dictionary. These work in tandem with
one another, where the Expert model provides external knowledge to the Ma-
chine Translation model which uses this knowledge in addition to the source
language text to create a more appropriate translation. The Expert Dictionary
(see Section 4.2) meanwhile serves as the source for the knowledge which is used
by the Expert model.

For any sentence that is to be translated by the system the Expert Model
analyzes it for an opportunity to inject Expert Knowledge into it. We discuss
the Expert Model in more detail in Section 4.3.

Meanwhile the Machine Translation Model is an attention based neural ma-
chine translation model that is trained in such a way that it can not only fulfil
the task of translating a given sentence from a source language into a target
language, but can do so while taking into consideration the injected Expert
Knowledge provided by the Expert Model.

We refer to the entire system made up of the two models as Expert System.
The model that works in tandem with the Machine Translation model we refer to
as the Expert Model. The Expert Dictionary is what we refer to the dictionary
that is used by this Expert Model for source language words, target language
translations and associated example sentences.

4.2 The Expert Dictionary

The purpose of the Expert System is the incorporation of external knowledge
into machine translation. With this we hope to facilitate the ability of One
Shot Learning as well as Word Sense Disambiguation. We refer to the source of
external knowledge used for this purpose as the Expert Dictionary. We refer to
the information contained in the Expert Dictionary as Expert Knowledge.

Classical translation as done by humans can massively benefit from outside
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Figure 4.1: A visualization of the Expert System in the most general level.
Source language text is received by the system. The Expert model (see Section

4.3) analyzes it using the Expert Dictionary (see Section 4.2), potentially
performing Expert Knowledge Injection (see Section 4.3.1). The Machine

Translation Model uses this enhanced source language text to generate the
translated text.

resources that provide expert knowledge, such as dictionaries. This is especially
the case when the source text is written on a domain for which the translators
themselves do not have a lot of knowledge.

Expert knowledge can be varied and include things such as unit conversions
or handling for web addresses. However for this thesis expert knowledge is
focused on knowledge pertaining to the translation of ambiguous, rare or domain
specific words.

In practice Expert Knowledge can be added to the Expert Dictionary at any
time before or after the Expert System has been trained. This allows the system
to learn new translations without needing to be retrained.

In the scope of this thesis we make use of an Expert Dictionary which con-
tains a variety of German source language words, each of which are associated
with several English target language translations of varying frequency rates (see
Section 4.2.1). These are derived from the Europarl corpus (see Section 3.1).
We focus on such an Expert Dictionary as it allows us to efficiently test the
Expert System’s ability to predict the correct target language translation while
also allowing us to test the system’s ability of One Shot Learning when trying
to predict low frequency entries.

4.2.1 Rare Type and Common Type Translations

We differentiate between two different kinds of target language translations for
every source language word. Those being the Common Type- and the Rare
Type translation.

The Common Type translation of a word is any translation that occurs very
frequently within a given training corpus. As such these are translations that the
Machine Translation model can be expected to be able to learn relatively easily
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and be able to produce to some degree without the use of external knowledge.
The Rare Type translation of a word is any translation that occurs either

very rarely or not at all within a given training corpus. These are translations
that the Machine Translation model is likely to be unable to properly produce.
Rare Type translations therefore require the injection of Expert Knowledge for
the Machine Translation model to be able to produce correctly.

This differentiation is done to more efficiently gauge the ability of the Expert
System to translate low frequency words. Furthermore it also serves the purpose
of gaining insight into the system’s ability to differentiate between different
target language translations. This is important as regular text necessitates the
ability to predict either target language translation for a given word correctly.

A typical human translator would be able to disambiguate the different po-
tential senses of a given word based on word knowledge and context as well as
experience.

For experimentation we have several levels of removing Rare Type transla-
tions from the training data completely (see Section 5.4), which allows us to
simulate the real situation where the system has to be able to translate domain
specific translations which are not part of the training data.

4.2.2 Structure of the Expert Dictionary

The Expert Dictionary contains entries mapping target language translations
onto source language words. Every source language word can be associated with
one or several different target language translations, reflecting different word
senses. Every one of those pairs has at least one example sentences associated
with it. An example sentence is a source language sentence for which the source
language word is translated into the specific target language translation.

For this thesis, every source language word points to at least two different
target language translations. We do this to make the evaluation of the system’s
ability for disambiguation more efficient, as it means any source language word
can have at least two testable target language translations.

The complete Dictionary which we use has 2612 entries of German source
language words, each of which point to at least two different English target
language translations.

4.2.3 Creation of Expert Dictionary

The Dictionary is created by using the Europarl dataset (see Section 3.1) in
combination with Wiktionary (see Section 3.2). Wiktionary is used to find pairs
of source language words and target language translations. Europarl is used to
check for the validity of these pairs within a corpus and also as a source of
example sentences for these pairs. It is necessary to use a corpus for validating
pairs of translations to minimize the number of invalid pairs generated using
Wiktionary.

Pairs of source language words and target language translations can not sim-
ply be extracted from a text corpus. However dictionaries such as Wiktionary
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of the way the Expert Dictionary is structured. A
source language word may have any number of translations associated with it.
A pair of source language word and target language translation may have any

number of reference sentences associated with it, which can be used as
example sentences.

are already designed to map words from one language to translations in an-
other. Wiktionary is an online dictionary which we use as a source to extract
data for generating these pairs. As part of Wikimedia this website provides
public data dumps of all of its contents, for use by researchers, for archiving
or other projects [1]. For the purpose of this thesis we used the dumps of the
German Wiktionary. This Wiktionary data dump is queried and manipulated
using the Python project Wiktextract, which according to Wiktextract [20] is
a ”utility and Python package for for extracting data from Wiktionary”. We
extract pairs of source words and their possible translations.

Articles in this data dump correspond to individual German words. Every
article in the data dump is structured, which makes it possible to use Wik-
textract to retrieve relevant information from a given article. There are two
datapoints that matter, the German word the article is about and the English
words that this word can translate into. The former can be easily extracted
using the key word ’word’. For the latter the keyword ’senses’ is used, which
contains a list of English descriptions pertaining to the word in question.

These descriptions can contain a lot more than a clean English translation.
Most descriptions found when querying the Wiktionary data dump include, but
are not limited to:

• Descriptions that include only an English translation:

’sicher’ -> {[’safe’], [...]}

• Descriptions that include several English translations in the same cell:

’still’ -> {[’quietly, silently’], [...]}
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• Descriptions that include an English translation with additional informa-
tion providing context:

’fit’ -> {[’fit (in good physical shape)’, [...]]}

• Descriptions that are only explanations:

’parallel’ -> {[’Serving the same purpose’], [...]}

• Descriptions that serve as tags of some kind:

’feminine’ -> {[’inflection of de’], [...]}

Therefore translations that are gained from these descriptions have to be
cleaned and filtered, to make sure they actually are direct English translations.
Several steps are applied in this filtering process:

1. Any description that consists of some kind of tag (’inflection of de’) is
discarded.

2. Single descriptions are split into several descriptions on separating char-
acters (such as commas, semicolons, periods or brackets).

3. Articles (such as ’the’ or ’a’) are removed from every descriptions.

4. Descriptions with more than two words are discarded.

5. Every remaining description is lower-cased and stripped of white-space.

Any description remaining after this process is deemed to be a potential
translation of the German word and validated in the next step.

Because of the way that these pairs have been extracted from the Wiktionary
data, not every pair may represent a valid translation. Some source words may
instead map to descriptions that have not been captured in the last step. To
weed out those pairs we use the Europarl corpus and check for their validity.
we scan the corpus for every potential pair of source language word and target
language translation. If a sentence is found that contains the source word,
we check the corresponding English sentence. If the target language sentence
contains only one of the potential translations of the source word, we deem this
pair valid. We add it and the sentence in which it occurs to the dictionary. If
the target language sentence contains more than one potential translation we
do nothing. This way we hope to reduce the likelihood that invalid translations
enter the dictionary by happenstance because they are used in the same sentence
with a valid translation.

Every source language word that has more than one validated target lan-
guage translation is added to the Expert Dictionary. Every source language
word that has zero or one validated English translations is discarded. A dictio-
nary entry with only one validated translation is not necessarily useful for the
purposes of this thesis as there is no testable ambiguity.

Every sentence in which a pair has been found is added to the dictionary to be
potentially used as an example sentence. During training and experimentation
these example sentences have been chosen randomly.
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Figure 4.3: A step by step diagram on how the Expert Dictionary is
constructed using the Wiktionary and Europarl datasets. Data is retrieved

from Wiktionary. Source language words and potential translations are
extracted from this data and cleaned. Then Europarl is used to validate the

remaining pairs, which are then added into the final Expert Dictionary.
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4.3 The Expert Model

There are two main problems we are attempting to solve with the Expert Sys-
tem, Word Sense Disambiguation and the translation of rare word translations
through One-Shot Learning. The approach we investigate uses the Expert Dic-
tionary as a source of alternative translations as well as example sentences asso-
ciated with these translations. Given a source language word that is associated
with a target language translation the purpose of the Expert model is to inject
this knowledge into the text to be used by the Machine Translation model. The
goal is to allow the Machine Translation model to use translations which are
not part of the training data and improve its ability to decide upon the context
appropriate translation.

There are two different approaches we investigate on how the Expert model
injects expert knowledge into the text, that fundamentally change the way in
which the Machine Translation model interacts with the provided Expert Knowl-
edge:

• External Disambiguation (see Section 4.3.2), in which the Expert Model
predicts the target language translation, injecting only the prediction that
is supposed to be used by the Machine Translation model.

• Integrated Disambiguation (see Section 4.3.3), in which the Expert Model
provides additional knowledge of potential translations but leaves the task
of Word Sense Disambiguation up to the Machine Translation model.

4.3.1 Expert Knowledge Injection

Expert Knowledge Injection is the main function of the Expert Model. This pro-
cess integrates external Expert Knowledge into the data used by the Machine
Translation model. To inject Expert Knowledge, the Expert model annotates
the source text provided. Every annotation is focused on a specific source lan-
guage word for which a target language translation and a set of functional tokens
is added. Depending on the approach a target language sentence associated with
the provided translation may also be added.

Take as an example the sentence: ”In dieser Botschaft arbeiten viele Men-
schen” (”A lot of people work in this embassy”). The German word ’Botschaft’
can mean both ’message’ as well as ’embassy’ depending on the context, the
latter being far less common. This could (for the sake of this example) lead to
the translation ”A lot of people work in this message”. The Expert model may
aid the translation process of this sentence by injecting the word embassy into
the source sentence: ”In dieser [ow] Botschaft [tr] embassy [es] arbeiten viele
Menschen”. The suggested translation is injected close to the specific source
language word surrounded by functional tokens that indicate that the injected
target language translation ’embassy’ could/should be used for translating the
specific source language word ’Botschaft’. This also allows the Expert System
to use the word ’embassy’ in a translated sentence even if it is not part of the
actual training data.
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Knowledge Injection can also be used for injecting example sentences which
help the Machine Training model to decide upon the specific translation of
a word it should use. For example there could be an example sentence in
the Expert Dictionary associated with the translation ’embassy’, such as ”In
der Botschaft arbeitet er” (”He works in the embassy”). Using this example
the annoated source language sentence could be: ”In dieser [ow] Botschaft [tr]
embassy [es] arbeiten viele Menschen [te] embassy [ex] In der Botschaft arbeitet
er”. Like the suggested translation ’embassy’, the example is also surrounded
by functional tokens. These indicate that it is an example for the associated
translation. The example is a (preferably short) sentence in the source language,
enabling the Machine Training model to see whether the context of the actual
source sentence is similar to the example and thus likely to use the suggested
translation.

The two approaches we use for deciding when, how and what to inject are
described in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.2. All translations and examples
that can be injected are part of the Expert Dictionary. This means they are
independent of the training data and can be added after the Machine Training
model has already been trained. For instance, one may manually add words like
the above mentioned ’embassy’ and associated examples to an Expert System
trained with a non-political corpus to improve the system’s ability of translating
texts in a political domain.

There are several functional tokens the model uses to indicate the specific
purpose of a given annotation. The functional tokens can be any arbitrary string
as long as they are consistently applied, comprehensible by the Machine Training
algorithm used and uniquely identifiable. A string such as ’FunctionalTokenEx-
ampleString’ could potentially be used as a functional token. In the ’embassy’
examples we make use of functional tokens to indicate the start of a source lan-
guage word which is being annotated [ow], the start of a suggested translation
[tr], the end of an annotation [ex], the start of an example sentence [ex] and the
start of a suggested translation associated with an example [es]. The functional
tokens essentially split the source sentence into several functional parts. Look-
ing at only these functional parts, the ’embassy’ example could be rewritten as:
”Part of original sentence [ow] annotated source language word [tr] suggested
translation [es] part of original sentence [te] suggested translation [ex] example
sentence”

Since Machine Training models do not understand Knowledge Injection in-
herently, it is necessary to adapt the training process. We do this by annotating
a certain percentage of training and validation data in the same way that would
be done by the Expert model during inference.

If the model is trained for Integrated Disambiguation (see Section 4.3.3),
the suggested translation can differ from the correct translation (as the model
should learn to interpret context to predict the correct translation). Otherwise
if it is trained for External Disambiguation (see Section 4.3.2) the suggested
translation should be the same as the correct translation (since the model should
learn to use the suggested translation from the Expert model).

During this process a version of the Expert Dictionary is used which is limited
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Figure 4.4: A visualization of the Knowledge Injection process on a general
level. Before the Machine Translation Model is given a sentence to translate,

annotations are added into the text using the Expert Dictionary as a
reference. The Machine Learning Model then uses these annotations as a

translation hint for producing the corresponding word.

to source language words and target language translations that are part of the
training data. The sentences used as examples are excluded from the training
and validation set.

4.3.2 External Disambiguation

When using the External Disambiguation approach, the main purpose of the
Expert Model is to decide on the choice of target language translation that the
Machine Translation model should use for a given ambiguous source language
word. Therefore it is the Expert model itself that makes the decision of which
possible target language translation is the most probable to be the most correct
choice in the given sentence. In this approach the Machine Translation model
should directly utilize this provided target language translation.

When the Expert model finds a sentence with a source language word which
has multiple different target language translations associated in the Expert Dic-
tionary, it injects the translation it deems most probable. To find this most
probable translation it makes use of sentence comparisons. Every translation
has a number of example sentences associated with them in the Expert Dic-
tionary. The model compares the example sentences with the actual source
sentence, choosing the translation associated with the example that has the
highest semantic similarity as the most probable. This is done in an effort to
use context to differentiate between word meanings and thereby the different
possible translations.

To measure the similarity between different sentences the Expert model
makes use of sentence embedding. For this the relevant sentences are trans-
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formed into vectors that are representative of the sentences and their semantic
content. This is done by making use of Sentence-BERT (see Section 2.7). The
Expert model derives the similarity of sentences embedded in this fashion by
calculating their cosine similarity to one another.

The Expert model creates an embedding of the source sentence as well as all
example sentences. It then calculates the similarity of every example sentence
with the source sentence. The target language translation associated with the
example that has the highest semantic similarity is then chosen as the most
probable translation. We use cosine-similarity for the measure of semantic simi-
larity as is proposed in the paper ”Sentence-BERT: Sentence Embeddings using
Siamese BERT-Networks”[14].

But the goal of this Expert model is not to compare the similarity of sen-
tences as a whole but the context of a word specifically. We have introduced
the concept of a window into the sentence embedding to force it to focus on the
target word and its neighbours. This window is a sub-sequence of the original
sentence centered around the target word in the source sentence, which includes
a limited number of neighbouring words. A window of size 1 would create
a sub-sequence which (besides the target word) only contains the previous 1
word and following 1 word. The example sentence ”In dieser Botschaft arbeiten
viele Menschen” (”A lot of people work in this embassy”) with the target word
’Botschaft’ (’embassy’) and a window size of 1 would be windowed to ”dieser
Botschaft arbeiten”. The hope is that a sentence windowed this way creates a
sentence embedding which more closely reflects the context of the given word
itself, as the words closest to the target word are most relevant to it. Via ex-
perimentation (see Figure 6.4) we have found this technique to outperform a
windowless approach.

There are two main approaches of how the Expert model can annotate sen-
tences in which it finds source language words for which it has two target lan-
guage translations of different types:

• Injecting only the Rare Type translations. With this approach the Ex-
pert Model injects Expert Knowledge when it expects the target word to
correspond to a Rare Type translation. When it expects a Common Type
translation it does not perform any kind of Expert Knowledge injection
and leaves the source sentence as is.

• Injecting both the Rare Type and the Common Type translation. With
this approach the Expert model performs Expert Knowledge injection on
every sentence where a target word corresponding to an entry in the Expert
Dictionary is found.

Using the annotation process explained in Section 4.3.1 the translation cho-
sen by this Expert model is injected into the source text (see Figure 4.5) to
be used by the Machine Translation model. In this approach the task of the
Machine Translation model is to accept this provided translation for the source
language word. This way the Expert System levies the ability of the Machine
Translation model to construct sound sentences while at the same time making
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Original: "Informanten, die in gutem Glauben handeln mussen geschutzt

werden."

Reference: "Whistle-blowers who act in good faith must be protected."

Exampleless: "Informanten, die in gutem Glauben [ow] handeln [tr] act

[es] mussen geschutzt werden."

Figure 4.5: This figure shows an example of a real sentence used by our
system, annotated without an additional example sentence. Here we annotate

the word ’handeln’ (most frequently translated using ’trade’) with the
translation ’act’. The tokens are used to signify [ow] the original word, [tr]

target translation and [es] end of suggestion respectively.

use of the Expert model’s ability to predict the appropriate target language
translation for a specific word.

Take an example with the source sentence ”In dieser Botschaft arbeiten viele
Menschen” (”A lot of people work in this embassy”). According to the Expert
Dictionary ’Botschaft’ may have two translations, the Common Type ’message’
and the Rare Type ’embassy’. The Expert model uses sentence comparisons to
determine which translation to use. Both translations have examples associated
with them. One example for ’embassy’ might be ”In der Botschaft arbeitet er”
(”He works in the embassy”). The Expert model windows the source sentence
and for every translation also windows their associated examples. The num-
ber of example sentences per translation is a hyperparameter set to 1 for this
hypothetical. Using a window size of 1 (hyperparameter) the source sentence
becomes ”dieser Botschaft arbeiten” while the ’embassy’ example becomes ”der
Botschaft arbeitet”. The model then uses Sentence-BERT to create sentence
embeddings of each windowed sentence. Then for every windowed example
embedding cosine-similarity with the windowed source embedding is calculated.
The translation which is associated with the windowed example embedding that
receives the highest score is then injected into the source text. In this example
it may be the ’embassy’ example which scores the highest, therefore ’embassy’
is deemed best translation and injected: ”In dieser [ow] Botschaft [tr] embassy
[es] arbeiten viele Menschen”.

4.3.3 Integrated Disambiguation

When using the Integrated Disambiguation approach, the main purpose of the
Expert Model is to provide context to the Machine Translation model to be able
to find the proper translation itself.

As such this method is focused on Knowledge Injection of target language
translations coupled with context in the form of an associated example sentence.
By doing so the hope is that the Machine Translation model can use the example
sentence to decide whether to use the provided target language translation when
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deemed applicable.
When using this approach the Expert model does not attempt to predict

the best translation for a given source word. Instead the suggestion and an
example sentence of the Rare Type translation is added to every sentence which
contains a corresponding source language word. If for example the source lan-
guage word ’Botschaft’ is part of the Expert Dictionary and has a Rare Type
translation ’embassy’, then this translation would be injected in all relevant
sentences. Common Type translations would not be injected, as these are per
our definition words the Machine Translation model is likely to handle without
assistance.

In practical terms there are several ways in which the example sentence can
be injected into the source data. Specifically we are focusing on two different
methods of annotating the example, those being In-Text and Post-Text. These
vary mostly by their position within the sentence, where In-Text annotates the
example sentence directly where the target source word is found (see Figure
4.6), Post-Text annotates the example sentence at the very end of the source
sentence (see Figure 4.7). For either method the target language translation is
annotated directly by the target source language word (see figure 4.6 and figure
4.7).

As an example assume the word ’Botschaft’ is part of the Expert Dictionary
with the Common Type translation ’message’ and the Rare Type translation
’embassy’ (which might not have been part of the training data). Take again
the example sentence ”In dieser Botschaft arbeiten viele Menschen” (”A lot of
people work in this embassy”). The Expert model sees that the word ’Botschaft’
has a Rare Type translation associated with it in the Expert Dictionary. It
may therefore annotate the sentence with this Rare Type translation (and the
associated example): ”In dieser [ow] Botschaft [tr] embassy [ex] In der Botschaft
arbeitet er [es] arbeiten viele Menschen”. However the example sentence ”Die
Botschaft ist rechtzeitig angekommen” (”The message arrived in time”) would
receive the same annotation suggesting ’embassy’ as a translation. For both
examples it is the Machine Translation model’s task to determine whether to
use the suggested translation ’embassy’ or to ignore the annotation instead.
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Original: "In diesem Fall konnte die steuer zu Nettoeinbussen beim

volkswirtschaftlichen Vermogen fuhren."

Reference: "In that case, the tax could lead to a net loss of total

economic prosperity."

In-Text: "In diesem Fall konnte die [ow] steuer [tr] tax [ex] Es gibt

auch Beschlusse gegen eine solche Steuer. [es] zu Nettoeinbussen

beim volkswirtschaftlichen Vermogen fuhren."

Figure 4.6: This figure shows an example of a real sentence used by our
system, annotated with an In-Text example sentence. Here we annotate the

word ’steuer’ with the translation ’tax’ and insert a source language sentence,
which makes use of this translation. The tokens are used to signify [ow] the
original word, [tr] target translation, [es] end of suggestion and [ex] example

sentence respectively.

Original: "Ihr Mann starb im Marz an Krebs."

Reference: "In March, her husband died of cancer."

Post-Text: "Ihr [ow] Mann [tr] husband [es] starb im Marz an Krebs. [te]

husband [ex] Frau Prasidentin, Senator Enrique Casas war mein Mann."

Figure 4.7: This figure shows an example of a real sentence used by our system,
annotated with an Post-Text example sentence. Here we annotate the word
’mann’ with the translation ’husband’ and insert a source language sentence,
which makes use of this translation. The tokens are used to signify [ow] the

original word, [tr] target translation, [es] end of suggestion, [ex] example
sentence and [te] the beginning of the trailing example annotation respectively.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation Methods

In this chapter we discuss different concepts and methods we use to evaluate
the Expert System and its performance. Firstly we discuss the method we
use to evaluate the general quality of a translation (BLEU score) in Section 5.1,
followed by an explanation of the Baseline system we use to compare our system
against in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we discuss the measures that are used to
evaluate the ability for the Expert System to correctly generate appropriate
target language translations.

To be able to properly evaluate the Expert System’s ability to generate
translations under different circumstances of preexisting knowledge we make
use of different training sets that are discussed in Section 5.4. Finally in Section
5.5 we discuss the actual test sets which are used for experimentation in Section
6.

5.1 BLEU Score

We use BLEU score (see Section 2.3) as a metric to evaluate the general quality
of translations created by our systems. Especially of interest is how the Expert
System’s quality of translation relates to the Baseline.

For our implementation we use the SacreBLEU package for Python [13].

5.2 Baseline

We use a Baseline system to be able to compare our Expert System against an
alternative Machine Translation system. This Baseline system is trained using
the same data and hyperparameters as the Machine Translation model in the
corresponding experiments. However it does not make use of any kind of Expert
model or Expert Dictionary, nor does it use annotations in its training process.
This allows us to see the improvements which are made by our system as well
as its shortcomings.
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5.3 Word Translation Measures

While BLEU measures the quality of a given translation we also measure how
well the system performs in terms of choosing the correct words in a translation
when ambiguous.

Given a target word, the following measures apply on a per-sentence level,
so that the final score represents the rate of desired translation for the words
focused on:

• Correct word prediction rate describes the rate in which the target word
is translated correctly.

• Adjacent word prediction rate describes the rate in which the target word
is not translated correctly but uses another translation which is present
in the Expert Dictionary. Since the system likely uses ’adjacent’ words
as a substitute of ’correct’ words (and vice versa), these measures can be
expect to exhibit some kind of negative relationship.

• The Unknown rate describes the frequency of target language transla-
tions which are neither captured in the Correct word prediction nor any
Adjacent word prediction. This can imply that the word was ignored in
translation or that a feasible translation was used which is not present in
the Expert Dictionary (and therefore hard to detect).

5.4 Evaluation Specific Training Methodology

We differentiate between two different kinds of target language translation, Rare
Type and Common Type. They differ in the frequency in which they occur in
the target language sentences in the corpus (specifically the Europarl corpus).
Rare Type translations occur with very low absolute frequency while Common
Type translations occur with high frequency. Rare Type translations specifically
are used as a representation of low frequency words that would occur in natural
text, enabling us to investigate the Expert System’s ability to perform correct
prediction of unknown words. These terms only refer to the frequencies of the
translations within the corpus not in how they are used during experimentation.
For experimentation there is a defined set of Rare- and Common Type words
we use to evaluate our systems (see Section 5.5).

To properly evaluate the methods we use to train our models, it is important
that we verify how well they would work on the expected use case of words the
system has not encountered before. To do so, we create three different Machine
Translation models for most methods we evaluate, which are different from one
another based on the source language words or target language translations that
are withheld from their respective training sets.

• Partial Resource: This training set is build in such a way that sentences
that contain any of the Rare Type translations of the used test set are
completely removed. This way models that have been trained with this
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training set have not had the opportunity to learn Rare Word Translations
using the normal Machine Learning mechanism and have to instead rely
on knowledge injection alone to find the Correct Word translation.

• Full Resource: This training set is unaltered, in so far that all source
words as well as Rare Type translations that are used in the test set are
occurring and representative in their frequency.

As this model has encountered every source language word and target lan-
guage translation in the test sets we use during training, this represents the
least challenging condition for our system to perform with. Consequently
we expect models trained with this training set to generally perform better
than the models trained with the other training sets.

• Zero Resource: This training set is set up similarly to Partial Resource.
The key difference is that it does not only lack sentences containing the
Rare Type translations, but all sentences that use any of the German
Source Words that are used in the test set. It therefore does not contain
any Common Type translations used in the test set either.

As such this training set presents the most challenging condition for our
system to perform with.

5.5 Test Sets

• For most evaluations we use variations of the same test set, which we refer
to as the Rare & Common test set. This test set is made up of sentences
that have not been used in the training or evaluation process of any of the
models tested.

The test set is constructed using 20 source words with 10 Common Type-
and 10 Rare Type translations each, for a total of 400 sentences.

The 20 source words and their respective translations used in the test set
have been manually vetted to ensure that every translation is accurate
and of quality.

• The Only-Rare and Only-Common test sets are a variation on the Rare &
Common test set. The difference between the two sets is that Only-Rare,
as the name would imply, includes only the Rare Type translations of the
original set. Same with Only-Common. This means that these test sets
contains a total of 200 sentences representing 20 source words each.

• The NAACL 2006 Workshop test set stems from the NAACL 2006 Work-
shop on Statistical Machine Translation (see Section 3.3). This test set
is used to determine the BLEU scores of the tested systems. This is a
publicly available test set for the evaluation of Machine Translation. The
primary purpose of this set is to evaluate the performance of our systems
in a way that makes it comparable to similar systems.
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Chapter 6

Experimentation &
Observation

In this chapter we discuss the experiments we have conducted on the Expert
System and the observations we have made.

First we analyze the two approaches of using the Expert models on their
own in Section 6.1 for Integrated Disambiguation and Section 6.2 for External
Disambiguation.

In Section 6.3 we analyze how well Integrated- and External Disambiguation
methods perform when compared to one another and the Baseline. Section 6.4
provides some further insights into the Expert System.

Finally Section 6.5 shows some examples of how sentences are used and
translated by the Expert System.

6.1 Integrated Disambiguation

For Integrated Disambiguation (see Section 4.3.3) the source text is analyzed by
the Expert model, which injects the suggestion of target language translations
as well as context into the source to enable the Machine Translation model
to translate source language words correctly. The injection of context is done
by annotation of the source sentence with an example sentence that would be
translated into the desired target language translation.

There are several different ways of annotating example sentences into the
source text. We mainly investigate two of those. In-Text, where we annotate
the example in the middle of the source sentence, wherever the word targeted
by the annotation is found. Post-Text, where the example sentence is annotated
at the end of the source text. Furthermore we investigate the performance of
the same system when no additional context (no example sentence) beyond the
Rare Type translation is provided.
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Figure 6.1: This chart compares the Correct and Adjacent word prediction
rates of different integrated selection methods used by models trained with a

200k sentence Partial Resource training set on the Only-Rare test set.

In Figure 6.1 we can observe the Correct word prediction rate of all inves-
tigated methods for Rare Type translations. Of all the investigated methods
Post-Text seems to perform the best in terms of Correct Word prediction rate,
followed by In-Text with the Exampleless method coming in last. The Baseline
model does not utilize Knowledge Injection and therefore does not predict any
Rare Type translations. In Figure 6.2, where we can observe Correct word pre-
diction rate on Common Type translations, we can observe that the Baseline
actually has the best performance, followed by Exampleless. While In-Text and
Post-Text seem to perform worse than the other two methods on predicting
Common Type translations, they still perform better over all.
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Figure 6.2: This chart compares the Correct and Adjacent word prediction
rates of different integrated selection methods used by models trained with a
200k sentence Partial Resource training set on the Only-Common test set.

Interestingly when looking at the BLEU scores in Figure 6.3 the highest
performing system seems to be Exampleless with In-Text performing the worst
closely followed by Post-Text. We suspect that this may be caused by the Ma-
chine Translation model having issues completely disregarding the example sen-
tences provided through annotation, causing it to engage in partial translation
of these. We furthermore suspect that having the example sentence injected in
the middle of the source sentence impedes the ability of the Machine Translation
model to tell this example apart from the surrounding text efficiently.
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Figure 6.3: This chart compares the BLEU scores of different Integrated
Disambiguation methods used by models trained with a 200k sentence

Partial-, Full- and Zero Resource training set on the Rare & Common test set.
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6.2 External Disambiguation

To perform External Disambiguation (see Section 4.3.2) the Expert model an-
alyzes the source text and conditionally annotates source language words with
target language translations it deems a likely candidate. To do this it measures
the similarity between the source text and example sentences.

In our implementation we have identified two major hyperparameters to
performing sentence alignment, those being the size of the window around the
target word in which we align and the number of examples used for alignment.

In Figure 6.4 we compare different window sizes in terms of true positive
rate of correctly predicting the use of Rare- and Common Type translation. We
compare window sizes of 1 Word, 3 Words, 5 Words and the Full Sentence. As
we are trying to evaluate the performance of the Expert model itself in this
experiment, using true positive rate gives us a better view into performance
changes without having to account for the Machine Translation model.

We can observe that Rare Type rate and Common Type rate seems to be
about equal no matter the size of the window. We further observe that using
a window size of 1 Word seems to yield the worst performance, likely because
considering only the immediate neighbours of he target word provides too little
context for any meaningful prediction. Likewise, we observe that using the size
of a Full Sentence does not yield the best results despite in theory giving the
most context. We suspect that a Full Sentence, while it may align on a general
topic level from which we can derive the proper translation, is too far removed
from the target word and its actual context. We seem to get the best results
when using a window of a size of 3 words.
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Figure 6.4: This chart compares the True Positive predicition rate of different
window sizes for Rare Type- and Common Type translations based on

Sentence-BERT sentence alignment on partial sentences using the Rare &
Common test set (using an example number of 10).
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Using this method it is necessary to compare the source sentence to example
sentences associated with candidate translation to determine the correct trans-
lation that should be used. Instead of using a single example sentence, we can
use any number of example sentences for this process.

In Figure 6.5 we compare the number of examples against which the source
sentence is compared to predict the true positive prediction rate of Rare- and
Common Type translations. We compare 1 Example, 3 Examples, 10 Examples
and 20 Examples.

While Rare Type rate and Common Type rate seem to be about the same
with 3 Examples or 10 Examples, using only 1 Example seems to favor Rare
Type translations while 20 Examples seem to favor Common Type translations.
Using 10 Examples seems to yield the best results in terms of either prediction.
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Figure 6.5: This chart compares the True Positive prediction rate of different
example numbers for Rare Type- and Common Type translations based on

Sentence-BERT sentence alignment on partial sentences (with a window size of
3 words) using the Rare & Common test set. An example number is the

number of example sentences used for the sentence alignment of any possible
translation of the given source word.

For External Disambiguation there is a choice that is to be made about the
scope of annotation. Specifically whether only the Rare Type translation should
be injected or whether Rare Type and Common Type should both be injected.

The Machine Translation system is already trained to easily translate Com-
mon Type translations. Additionally injecting these via the Expert model may
lead to an over representation of Common Type translations in the results,
ultimately leading to a reduction in the overall Correct Word prediction rate.

Figure 6.6 shows the effectiveness of either method on Correct Word predic-
tion rate. We can see that either method outperforms the Baseline performance
by a decent margin.
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We observe that injecting Common Type in addition to Rare Type transla-
tion actually outperforms Rare Type translation injection by a slim margin.

Furthermore Figure 6.7 shows the BLEU scores for the three different sys-
tems seems to not differ too much between one another. The Baseline model
seems to slightly outperform the system for Injection of Rare- and Common
Type translations which in turn slightly outperforms the system of Rare Type
translation injections.
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Figure 6.6: This chart compares the Correct and Adjacent word prediction
rates of different variations of External Disambiguation models trained with a
200k sentence Partial Resource training set on the Rare & Common test set.

The models differ in the types of translations (Rare Type and Common Type)
they try to inject.
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Figure 6.7: This chart compares the BLEU scores of different variations of
External Disambiguation models trained with a 200k sentence Partial-, Full-
and Source Zero Resource training set on the Rare & Common test set. The

models differ in the types of translations (Rare Type and Common Type) they
try to inject.

6.3 Comparison

Experimentation in Section 6.1 has shown that the best performing method of
Integrated Disambiguation we have investigated seems to be Post-Text annota-
tion, while Section 6.2 shows us the best method of External Disambiguation
we have investigated.

In Figure 6.8 we directly compare the performance of both systems with one
another in terms of Correct Word prediction rate. Our External Disambiguation
system outperforms Integrated Selection by a wide margin. We can furthermore
observe a slight increase in BLEU score when using External Disambiguation
over Integrated Disambiguation in Figure 6.9, though External Disambiguation
seems to perform slightly worse than the Baseline system.
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Figure 6.8: This chart compares the Correct and Adjacent word prediction
rates of Integrated Selection models with that of External Disambiguation

models trained with a 200k sentence Partial Resource training set on the Rare
& Common test set.
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Figure 6.9: This chart compares the BLEU scores of Integrated Selection
models with that of External Disambiguation models trained with a 200k

sentence Partial-, Full- and Zero Resource training set on the Rare & Common
test set.

Figure 6.10 shows how Correct Word prediction rates differ between the
prediction of Rare- and Common Type translations.

We can see that Correct Word prediction rates for Common Type transla-
tions are higher for all tested systems when compared to those for Rare Type
translations. It is the highest for the External Disambiguation system and the
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lowest for the Integrated Disambiguation system.
We suspect that the relatively good performance of the External Disam-

biguation system is likely due to the explicit Knowledge Injection for those
translations. Meanwhile the Baseline relies purely on the Machine Translation
model and the Integrated Disambiguation system has Knowledge Injection sug-
gesting the use of the Rare Type translation instead, making the usage of the
correct Common Type translation less likely.
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Figure 6.10: This chart compares the Correct word prediction rates relative to
Common- and Rare Type translations of Integrated Selection models with that

of External Disambiguation models trained with a 200k sentence Partial
Resource training set on the Rare & Common test set.

Our main focus for analysis is the Partial Resource train set, giving us insight
into the performance of systems where new target language translations are
introduced to source language words that the Machine Translation model of
these systems are already aware of.

In Figure 6.11 we compare the performance of systems trained with the
Partial Resource, Full Resource and Zero Resource train sets.

We can observe that the systems trained on the Full Resource train set per-
form the best, with Partial Resource performing second best and Zero Resource
performing worst in general. Notice how for all training sets either Expert
System manages to outperform the Baseline by a non-trivial margin.

Note how the Baseline model on the Zero Resource train set managed to get
a Correct Word prediction rate greater than 0, this is possible because of the
interplay of Byte Pair Encoding and the Machine Translation model.
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Figure 6.11: This chart compares the Correct and Adjacent word prediction
rates between three different training sets on the Integrated Selection models
and External Disambiguation models trained with 200k sentences on the Rare

& Common test set.

6.4 Further Analysis

The majority of experiments we perform are performed on custom datasets
created by us with the primary purpose of investigating Correct Word prediction
rate between systems.

To investigate the quality of translations created by our systems on a general
level, we make use of a corpus provided for the general measure of translation
performance (see Section 3.3).

Figure 6.12 compares the BLEU scores of an Integrated Selection system
with those of an External Disambiguation system. Again we observe that the
Baseline system slightly outperforms both of them, but we can also observe
that the performance between External and Integrated Disambiguation varies
by very little, coming to a difference of one point only.

Using this dataset to investigate Correct Word prediction rate would be
mostly arbitrary. This test set is not devised with a set of words to be used for
testing Word Sense Disambiguation or One Shot Learning. In order for us to
use it in such a way, we would need to superimpose our own choice of words
onto it.
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Figure 6.12: This chart compares the BLEU scores of Integrated Selection
models with that of External Disambiguation models trained with a 200k

sentence training sets on the NAACL 2006 Workshop test set.

Most of the experimentation done in the context of this thesis is done on
systems trained with training sets of a size of 200 thousand sentences. We
do this for the sake of faster implementation and experimentation. Training
systems with larger training sizes increase time and resource need considerably
while increasing performance marginally. The full size of the Eurparl corpus
that serves as the basis for training all tested systems is about 2 million.

In Figure 6.13 we compare the Correct Word prediction rates between the
same kind of system trained with training sets of different sizes ranging from
200 thousand to 2 million.

We can observe that Correct Word prediction rate increases with increased
training size. We can also observe that the difference in performance between
200 thousand and 2 million lies at 15%.
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Figure 6.13: This chart compares the Correct and Adjacent word prediction
rates of different baseline and Result Dicted models trained on different sizes

of Partial Resource training sets on the Only-Rare test set. Result Dicted
models are a version of External Disambiguation models where the injection

always corresponds to the Correct Word prediction.
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Figure 6.14: This chart compares the BLEU scores of different baseline and
Result Dicted models trained on different sizes of Partial-, Full- and Zero

Resource training sets on the Only-Rare test set.

6.5 Examples

Figure 6.15 shows an example of a sentence at any state of use in the Expert
System. This figure shows the process of translation on one sentence. The
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Original and Reference sentences show the text as provided in the corpus. The
Annotated text is treated with Knowledge Injection by the Expert model, where
the Rare Type translation ”master” is provided for the source word ”herr”. The
Translation shows the text post translation by the Machine Translation model.

Note how the token ”$” can be seen combining two subwords to construct
the word ”master” using Byte Pair Encoding (see Section 2.2) as the Machine
Translation model has no token for it otherwise.

Original: "Und jeder Staat muss herr uber seine internen Strukturen

bleiben, sowohl auf institutioneller als auch auf regionaler Ebene."

Reference: "Each State must remain master of its internal organisation,

both at institutional and territorial level."

Annotated: "Und jeder Staat muss [ow] herr [tr] master [es] uber seine

internen Strukturen bleiben, sowohl auf institutioneller als auch

auf regionaler Ebene."

Baseline: "each state must remain fully informed of its internal

structures , both at institutional and regional level ."

Translation: "and every state must remain a ma$ster of its internal

structures , both at institutional and regional levels ."

Figure 6.15: This figure gives an example of how a sentence is used withing
the Expert System. Original and Reference show the sentence in the source
and target language as present in the corpus. Baseline and Translation show

the final translation of the sentence by a Baseline and Expert model.
Annotated shows the source text where the word ’herr’ is annotated with the

translation ’master’.

In the example seen in Figure 6.16 we can see how the system fails use the
correct translation of the German source word ’senden’. Instead of the proper
translation ’broadcast’ it uses the string ’broadast’, which is a single character
away from the correct translation. In this case neither the Expert model nor
the Machine Translation model seem incorrect in assessing which translation to
use, the issue stems from the Machine Translation model being unable to copy
the translation used in the annotation properly.
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Original: "Deshalb ist sie fur unabhangige Fernsehstationen wie NTDTV

unerlasslich, damit sie in der Lage sind zu senden."

Reference: "It is therefore essential for independent television

stations such as NTDTV to be able to broadcast."

Baseline: "it is therefore essential for independent tel$e$vision

st$ations such as N$T$D$T$V to be able to send them ."

Translation: "it is therefore essential for independent tel$ev$ision

st$ations such as N$T$T$V to be able to bro$ad$ast ."

Figure 6.16: This figure compares a reference sentence with a sentence
translated using an External Disambiguation system with knowledge injection

of the Rare Type translation ’broadcast’ for the word ’senden’.

In Figure 6.17 we can observe mistranslation which is caused by our Expert
System. The German source word ’Stufe’ which in this context rather translates
as ’stage’ is translated as ’step’ by our system. This is an example of a case
where the Baseline system is actually better at picking the correct translation
than our Expert system.

Original: "Die erste Stufe ist in Kraft, die zweite Stufe kommt am

kommenden 1. Januar."

Reference: "The first stage is in force and the second will follow on 1

January next year."

Baseline: "the first stage is in force and the second will follow on 1

January next year ."

Translation: "the first ste$p is in force , and the second ste$p comes

on 1 January ."

Figure 6.17: This figure compares a reference sentence with a sentence
translated using an External Disambiguation system with knowledge injection

of the Rare Type translation ’step’ for the word ’Stufe’. Here the correct
translation should be ’stage’.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this chapter we answer the Problem Statement and Research Questions we
raise in Chapter 1 based on the result of our research and experimentation.

Section 7.1 gives answers pertaining to our Research Questions specifically,
Section 7.2 gives answers to our Problem Statement in general. In Section 7.3
we discuss possible Future Research.

7.1 Answers to the Research Questions

1. ”How common is mistranslation in more specialized texts?”

Based on experimentation and the results gathered from Figure 6.11 and
Figure 6.10 mistranslation of more specialized texts is a frequent occur-
rence. The rate of mistranslation is equivalent to the inverse of the Correct
Word prediction rate expressed in these figures.

We can see that for any known source language word the Baseline system
seems unable to correctly predict any target language translations it has
not encountered during training. In comparison the Expert Systems man-
age to achieve a relatively high prediction rate on the same translations.
Furthermore we can observe that the Baseline model has a relatively high
prediction rate on target language translations it has frequently encoun-
tered during training. It performs better than the Integrated Disambigua-
tion model but not as well as the External Disambiguation model.

The Baseline prediction rate for any unknown word with unknown target
language translation is very low, especially when compared to the Ex-
pert Systems. A Baseline system trained with full knowledge of all source
language words and target language predictions still tops out at a predic-
tion rate of 44% where the Expert Systems achieve a prediction rate of
59%-74%.

2. ”What are the most effective methods of incorporating dictionary knowl-
edge?”
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We have investigated two methods of incorporating dictionary knowl-
edge into Machine Translation: Integrated- and External Disambiguation.
Both methods utilize a separate Expert model which injects dictionary
knowledge into source text for the Machine Translation model to inter-
pret.

Based on the results in Figure 6.8 we observe that the prediction rate of
both Expert Systems is higher than that of the Baseline at 34%, with an
increase of 7% for the Integrated- and an increase of 30% for the External
Disambiguation method.

According to the results seen in Figure 6.10 both methods achieve a pre-
diction rate of over 40% for target language translations which are not part
of the training data, whereas the Baseline model has a rate of 0%. For
target language translations that are part of the training data Integrated
Disambiguation has a prediction rate lower than that of the Baseline,
whereas External Disambiguation has a prediction rate which is higher
than that of the Baseline. This implies that both variations of the Expert
System can utilize One-Shot Learning to outperform Baseline models in
terms of prediction rates for low frequency words. However the Exter-
nal Disambiguation model can outperform the Baseline on both types of
words.

As can be seen in the results shown in figure 6.11 both Expert Systems
have a better general prediction rate compared to the Baseline system, no
matter whether the target language translations are known to the Machine
Translation model or not. Furthermore we can observe that the Exter-
nal Disambiguation method has the highest prediction rate in any case,
with an improvement over the Integrated Disambiguation method between
15% (Full Resource) and 23% (Zero Resource) and even more so over the
Baseline. This implies that both Expert Systems outperform the Baseline
system in terms of word prediction rate in both cases, whether the word
is part of the training data or solely added using One-Shot Learning. The
External Disambiguation method performs the best overall.

Based on the results in Figure 6.9 we can see that the general quality
of translation as judged by BLEU score is slightly reduced when using
either of the Expert Systems. The BLEU score of the Integrated Selection
method is lower by 1 to 4 points when compared to the Baseline, where
the External Disambiguation method has a BLEU score that is lower by
0 to 1 point compared to the Baseline. While the ability of the Expert
System to generate the correct translation for the injected word increases
highly, this process seems to slightly decrease the quality of the translation
in general.
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7.2 Answers to the Problem Statement

”How can Machine Translation of ambiguous words be improved by providing
only a few specific examples?”

We have found promising results in terms of predicting the correct target
language translation for a given ambiguous word using the Expert System de-
scribed in Chapter 4.

Based on the experiments in Chapter 6 we can see, that both Integrated- and
External Disambiguation methods yield better prediction rates than a Baseline
system, with the External Disambiguation method performing the best.

We also observe that the general translation quality (as defined by BLEU
score) seems to be slightly lower when using the Integrated Selection method
and about the same as the Baseline when using the External Disambiguation
method.

7.3 Future Research

For future research there are several avenues to proceed based on the work we
have done on this thesis.

As most of our work has been focused on the prediction of target language
translations with only two options per source language word, investigation of
our approach with a higher number of options would be interesting. Especially
with a focus on a multitude of target language translations that are uncommon.

The External Disambiguation method has the best performance out of the
methods we investigate in this thesis. Further investigation could be done into
the Expert model for this method. Different thresholds or biases for annotation
as well as different methods of predicting target language translation could be
investigated.
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